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1. In modern approaches to the Yang-Mills theory (see,e.g., 5 / ) 
the central role is assigned to string functionals of gauge fields' ' 

Here eLC?) = £•,(•£) Q is a gauge potential with values in the al
gebra of the relevant internal symmetry group, symbol Г means 
ordering in matrices Q along a path L . It is expected that the 
consistent formulation of the theory in terms of objects (1.1) will 
expose hidden symmetries of Yang-Mills fields, will provide a solu
tion to the confinement problem, etc. 

On the other hand, one of the present authors proposed to de
scribe gauge theories in the language «of bilooal nonlinear Sigma-
model ' . This description proceeds from the interpretation of 
gauge theories as nonlinear realizations of infinite parameter sym
metries . The primary object is the bilocal Ooldstone field 
o(x,y)g £*(X,u) Q, , its expansion in additional coordinate </" 
produces the infinite set of Goldetone fields from refs. . The 
first coefficient in this expansion coincides with Yang-Mills field 
lL(xlm4K *6ВД)|ико>* T h e c o nditions of the inverse Higge phenome
non'1 ^ on the Cartan forms applied earlier in ref. covariant 
removal of highest Qoldstone fields result in the simple representa
tion for Ь(Л,Ч) through the functional (1.1) along some path con
necting points 

The key difference from the standard contour approach lies in the 
fact that the path in (1.2) is strictly fixed by the choice of const
raints on Cartan forms. The simplest, minimal variant of these const
raints was used in ref. "'and it leads to the straight pathi 

•&ЫЬ»яГ+«-«)цГ. (1.3) 

A natural emergence of string functionals within the framework 
of the aigma-model representation as well as some other its ln-
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triguing features Inspire us with confidence in capabilities of this 
approach for understanding the gauge field dynamics and stimulate fur
ther study of its structure. One of the questions to be cleared up 
is as to whether it ie accident or not that the path picked out by the 
minimal constraints is the geodesic in Minkowski space (or in the 
Euclidean one). It can be suggested that in the caae of curved spaces 
integration in relevant minimal string functionals also goes along 
geodesies. 

In the present paper we check this hypothesis by constructing the 
sigma-model representation of Yang-Mills theory in the simplest cur
ved analogs of Minkowski space- de Sitter spaces 

S0VL,i)/SO(1,i), and on 4-ephere SO(.S)/SO(t)(.tor the Euclidean 
version of the theory). It is shown ISee. 4) that the path of integ
ration in the minimal string functional is always given by the geode
sic going from the point ftF toXf*® <ff, where symbol © stands for 
the addition covariant with respect to the group of motion of cor
responding space. The coordinate j/J acquires a simple geometrical 
interpretation as the tangent vector to geodesic at the point 
We explain also the geometrical meaning of constraints on the Cartan 
forms. Among the arising consequences, the most interesting one is 
the appearance of the natural room for the string functionals along 
closed paths (contours) because of the presence of closed geodesies 
in the spaces we are considering. The obtained results can be trea
ted also in Minkows. i врасе due to the Weyl-covariance of the sigma-
model representation (Sec. 5). We find the transformation of coor
dinate ji° which takes the theory to Minkowski space (the Weyl tran
sformation) and, as a byproduct, derive the transformation law of 
Ц° under the action of conformal groupS0(*,4). 

2. In this Section we summarise the main facts about descrip
tion of de Sitter space S0H,k)/S0{,i,i) in the language of group rea
lizations in the homogeneous spaces. The transition to other spaces 
of interest can be made by means of simple changes in the obtained 
formulas. 

The Lie algebra of the group includes the O0Hli/-genera-
tors M M V and the pseudotranslation generator K.M . These satisfy the 
following structure relations : 
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Неге, П\ is the parameter of contraction to the Poincare group 
whose structure relations follow from (2.1) in the limit H1«0. This 
parameter coincides with the reciprocal of "radius" of de Sitter 
space when the latter is modelled by a hyperboloid in the 5-dimen-
sional flat space with metric IOH*,-^) ' . 

It is convenient to represent de Sitter space by coordinates of 
stereographic projection Я." as its metric is diagonal with this 
choice. These coordinates correspond to the following parametriza-
tion of left cosets SOC\k)/SO&A/,,Z/, 

act). e * p { i c w f l . ^ . ; k x . % ] € SO«,4)/&(K<,3) { 2 г ) 

The action of SOL4A)on * " i s Induced by le f t multiplications of 
cosets (2 .2 ) i 

oT^»j * u.^( f l*).^-fУ*V* , ,)• ^ * У ) • <*•« 
Fields given on de S i t t er space are c lass i f ied according to repre
sentations of the subgroup «SOrtJ) and transform under the l e f t 
sh i f t s (2 .4) as : £ и ^ , * ) Н « 
_ $ ( x O « e X $ ( * ) , (2.6) 
MM» being the matrix part of MM» (for brevity, the SQftlj-indices 

of ф(.*-) are suppressed). In particular, for a vector f i e ld &0*J: 

Stfrc*>«-8x'fy«rc*)-fr.«vcx)- uV^^-jty/^)^) • <2-7> 
The geometry of the space S0(1,M)/SOli,l)ie described by the 

Cartan forme which are introduced by the standard decomposition: 

g'fx)e/jcx) - lacxjWa/'fy,• I { тгаоЧх/'(/л*Мг* , (2.8) 
where Л 

The form of the generator R M i s the covariant di f ferent ia l of &F 1 

#*>* - aty/x''. ( 2 - 1 0 ) 

The form of Mj" i s the SVftsJ-connection; i t enters into the cova
riant di f ferent ia ls of f i e lds 
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#<§<*) = </Фсх) «- ̂ т*в(*)я/с/ай',М;д$Сх^ (2.11) 
and their covariant derivat ives^ 

Saf - a V ) У * £ i >»*** M/j= (2.12) 
§0ф(Х) = $%>§№)• »Х*. (2.13) 

The contraction of two forms J'* gives the invariant line element: 

All other geometrical objects can now be easily constructed by the 
standard formulas of Riemannian geometry. 

In order to pass to the spaces 
it is sufficient to explicitly extract everywhere the flat metric 
pT v and then to make, respectively, the replacements n\-*Cm , 

yw-sr. 
3. In constructing the sigma-model representation of the Yang-

Hills theory in de Sitter space we shall proceed Just as in the case 
of Minkowski space''' . The corresponding invariance group is the 
semi direct product of S0£f;4^ by the gauge group: 

K«) = G ^ * SO(i,ii). (3.D 
Introducing an auxiliary 4-coordinate V* we represent the genera
tors of S as follows 

where Q ' are generators of the global Bymmetry subgroup в . The 
50(Y,4j_generator8 in У -representation are defined by 

The commutation relations between SO(1,l(} -generators and #»,..*„ 
immediately follow from their explicit form (3.2), (3.3). 

The next step is to consider the nonlinear realization of the 
group Kft) in the coset space ^(Xi/SO(i,i) xSt # Tjje corresponding 
cosets are represented by 

<2 (x,£) a <}C*) e*p{i fc-ф} , (3.4 ) 
where ft(*•) is an element of the ooeet space S&^i'tj/SOfti') defined 
by relation (2.2) and vC-iff) is the bilocal Goldstone field whose 
expansion in Taylor series in !/" involves as coefficients the para
meters-fields of cosets <*7* : 
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*«#)- g.4 fjLj... W/'-y-Q* (3.5) 
£cx.,o)=o. (3.6) 

Using explicit expressions (3.3) of <SO(4(4) -generators It is not 
difficult to check that the group 5 О Д * ) (realized as left multipli
cations of G(tX-,() ) transforms €(X,y) according to 

«asfl—W**y**^9jfJ.»<*« 0.7) 
with ?*.f defined in (2.4) and 

8 jfi1. _p^ v - ̂ w * ( * y - * y ) ^ • (3.8) 
Under the left multiplication of SO»,*') by an element of 6^° i 

в(Х,у) transforms asi 
«fM'&i^J» e#pJU(x®#)J etfltic^^atpi-ilc^} . (3.9) 

Here X © ^ Is the SO^^-oovariant "sum" of vectors я/1 and jj^ 

$C*®$ ~3W№) «p{-iuKbflМГ I (3.10) 

whose explicit form is given in Appendix (eq. (A.5)}. Note that the 
S0fi4)-generators in (3.10) are assumed to be abstract. Their par

ticular repreeentation (3.3) cannot be used because of its noncommu-
tativity with jff . 

We now turn to the construction of Cartan forms. They are defi
ned in the standard ways 

$"W)ЛG,u,t)-£<*>)«/$(*) «•» *><*,&<*<*)• (З.11) 
Extracting from the bilocal Cartan form йКх,^*/*) SO(4,4) -
соvariant differential .10) we may define the vector covariant 
quantity b}j><*t9)'« 

W(*,,ytc/*) = t)f(*)jf)&*J' (3.12) 
iUj,№,t) = «*/»/-'*<*>#}'{а-'е*)9/-л/} e«p{ti(*,jfi} (3.13) 

A}~K*{»y+£"'t'Cf)}9/-i**#LqM * c*9')j . (3.i4) 

lfcat part of tyC*»}) which is independent of ff' is the connection 
on the stability subgroup в , while the remaining part belongs to 
the coset space It /w a n (] contains, in its jf -expansion, the 00-
variant derivatives of the Ooldstone ti-e'lUB*f№'^f,f^Lh-)U,.-eJ>-)i--

&>/<*,#*~f/<*) *Zf $ $ *p*-fj*ifi~tf*m~$»b) , Uf C^). (3.15) 
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The transformations (3.7), (3.9) are realized on CJm(»,4) as 
follows ' 

$туъ^ф-№%лр$»/^ЛЪ,м-^ъ'\а'<**) <3*16) 

fi^-'W,»,^ ill&>,Up4$-fyitm.) . «3.17) 
It is seen from (3.17) that 8p<*)*-*£(*,o) i a transformed in S 
inhomogeneously, by the standard transformation law of connection. 
The other coefficients in the fy -expansion of (JpC*;^ undergo 
merely Л -dependent 6r'-rotations with respect to the "isospin" 
index. 

Let us write down the covariant derivative of (pi*) i 

Vr UM)» fy^C*)- i lift»), bt*)] - ij.vl*b- (3.18) 
Its symmetric and antisymmetric parts 

Цг(,)<*) - 9>r6,i») + Ъ£г») -2£rCx.) ( 3' 1 9 } 

V£|, (c U) = fy 6&Э -»Лр<*)-'<. L (r»i, i.(*ij (3.20) 
are separately covariant with respect to (3.16), (3.17), Just as in 
the flat case. The quantity (3.20) is the ооvariant strength of Yang-
Mills field in de Sitter space. 

4. As in the flat case' , the group w acts transitively only 
on some invariant geodesic subspaces of the whole coset space 4/3°• 
These are parametrized entirely by 6м Сь) and its derivatives and are 
extracted by imposing covariant constraints on Cartan forms. The 
simplest conditions of this type containing no extra dimensional 
constants are the same ав in Minkowski space: 

% ^ , - ^ j C x J •Of Си*-»). (4.1) 
These are equivalent to the single manifestly covariant condition 

уШ)рС«,#) -О (4.2) 
which results in the following equation for efl>yj|i 

tf&* - *Aif iffl - *£[f(x.9') - ОДО.»)] . (4.4) 
We will solve eq. (4.3) by the method of characteristics. Let us 

place and yf on a curve ~i (*), 1*(<*) : 

and demand that the l.h.s. of (* 3) be proportional on this curve to 
the derivative with respect to parameter «* : 
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(we choose Л so as to directly recover in the limit w » o the /7 8/ results of refs. * ' ) • Comparing the left- and right-hand sides of 
(4.6) we find the differential equations of the curves 

<* £f--«"*<!) p'' (4.7a) 
or, in a somewhat different form (for ПгфО ): 

Л j * - ' » -aT'CDffi (4.8a) 

We show that the system (4.6) defines some geodesic line in de 
Sitter apace which goes through the point 

The canonical equation of geodesies 

for the metric (2.14) reduces to the form 

where we have taken into account that, by the definition of natural 
parameter^ 41Ш\, 

Treating the unit tangent vector to a geodesic as an independent 
variable . , f *«#•{- (4*11) 

one may rewrite eq. (4.10) aa a system of two first order differenti
al equations one of which is (4.11) while the other is 

Let us pass to aome new dimensionless parameter Л along the curve: 

Since the tangent vector at o(*<*(S) always points along thj unit 
vector (4.11), one may put, by definition, 
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(4.16) 
(4.17) 

Rewriting equation (4.12) in terms of the parameter 0< one may be 
convinced that it coincides with (4.8b). Thus, the system of equations 
(4.8a), (4.8b) is equivalent to the equation of geodesies (4.10). The 
third of eqs. (4.8) fixes the length of 4-vector в" as a function 
of the length S of the curve and,through eq. (4.15), gives the con
nection between S and «* t 

s o - £ o**M * «м W<- ft1»-**»'- *] \ 
In the case of light-like geodesies * (У*9*'*'0) » t h e s y e * e m 

(4.7) cannot be represented in the form (4.8) for o/S=£»0 along 
such a curve. However, the choice of c< as a parameter ie still ad
missible. It can be verified that the system (4.7) in this case is 
equivalent to the canonical equation (4.9) with Л instead of "•£ . 
Thereby, the system (4.7) in all саеев defines a geodesic in the spa
ce SOI*,1')/SOMA). The equation of geodesies is solved in the Appendix. 

Let us come back to the equation (4.3). On the one-parameter 
submanifold "iff*), 9*fr)i* takes the form: 

Using the condition (3.6) and the property 
pfU*-p)*0 (4.19) 

following from eq. (4.7a) the equation (4.18) may easily be integrated 
up to give 

(4.20) 

where 
S.~ SU">) »|й«^ ^ (4.21) 

and "&(&') is given by the expression (A.4) of the Appendix. Prom 
the formula (A.9) it also follows that 

so we finally obtain: 

In particular, at the point e(*i ( S = £»)i 

Thus, the minimal representation of cosets <3 ( 6-* in de Sit
ter врасе is the string functional of Yang-Kills field with the fixed 
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path given by the Beet ion of geodesic line joining the point 3C,P to 
. The coordinate ы" has a simple geometrical meaning: its 

"angular" part Jf'/J coincides with the unit tangent vector to the 
geodesic at the point 

and hence specifies geodesic as a whole, while setting the value of 
the radial part U fixes the second end point on the geodesic, i.e., 
cuts out of it the section with the length S0 (4.21). To the variety 
of isotropic У (jf*'1') there corresponds the variety of null geodesies 
going through ObJ4 in directions of У' (these all have zero length). 
So, a point in the extended space (Aifr) can be equivalently labelled 
by jeV and by some geodesic of a fixed length drawn from xJ1 . No
tice, in this connection, that in the case of non-isotropie У-> it is 
more adequate to para.netrize Ф(Л,£) by the unit vector jf^/i (real 
or imaginary, depending on whether jf* is time-like or space-like) 
and the length of geodesic &> i s. 

An important consequence of the representation (4.23), (4.25) is 
a natural emergence of string functionals along the closed paths 
(contour functionals). For the space-like Iff the geodesies of space 
SO(-f,4)/S0(f,3) are closed, with the period ̂ % f (see the Appendix). 
Therefore the variety of minimal string functionals (4.25) contains 
the subvariety of contour functionals lilA/ 

where contour Сд is the circle of radius Ifa passing through 3Cr> 
in the t* -direction, /V is a number of cycleB (strictly speaking, 
transition to the second line in (4.26) is justified only if the 
transport of -OpC^Nalong the contour does not change its value; it 
may be not the case if *«tl) has singularities on a surface spread
ing over Cjc ). On the 4-sphere SO(S)/SOCk) all geodesies are closed 
so in this case for any iff there exist functionals of the type (4.26). 
The status of contour functionals in the present scheme requires a 
further analysis. 

We close this Section with a remark concerning the geometrical 
Interpretation of constraint (4.2) (and its analog in the flat case). 
This condition can be reformulated as the requirement of vanishing 
of the coset space component of the bilocal Cartan form Ы fat%,*&.}•&• 
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* * l ^ J ( l * * ' in the airectione pointed by«^° (i.e., for if»^~^). 
In other words, at any fixed У-' this component is required to be 
not zero only for directions lying in the hyperplane @ W ) » 0 . An 
analogous property peraists along the whole bundle of geodesies in
tersecting this hyperplane in the normal direction: 

Thus, for each ^•r* the condition (4.2) effectively singles out in 
the X -space a family of 3-dimensional hypersurfaces which are geo-
desically parallel to the hyperplane (^J^) =0 a n d a r e parametrized by 
the length of geodesic S (the hypersurface transversal to the bundle 
at some running point S ^ О is not flat). In the limit 1̂1 = 0 these 
hypersurfaces degenerate into parallel hyperplanes. Hote an overlap 
at this point with the standard contour epproach where dimensionality 
of space is effectively reduced by unity due to the reparametrizat.ion 
invariance of contour functionals"' . However, while there the tan
gent vector is quite arbitrary (correspondingly to an arbitrariness 
in the choice of contour), in the present echeme 4' is endowed from 
the beginning with a clear group-theoretical meaning. 

5. Being eonformally invariant, the Yang-Hills theory is Weyl-
covariant: it admits equivalent formulations in any conformally flat 
epaoe' '•" . The transition from one formulation to another is per
formed by Weyl transformations. Since de Sitter and Minkowski spaces 
are conformal to each other, gauge potentials and strengths in the3e 
spaces are related by the following Weyl transformation: 

(If < * ) - * * £ * ) tj.0*.) ( 5 1 ) 

\*t]W-л-V)(9f l,-2ft,-i\XtM) • 
The field tи (*•)behaves as the usual Yang-Hills field injlinkowski 
space. In particular, the group S0{4,k\ is realized on £*£х)Ъу stan
dard Conformal transformations with generators M«„ , £, —*нИ* i 

with ХжД* (2.5). 
Let ue show that the relation (5.1) is Induced by some transfor

mation of the additional coordinate in the bilocal field oCx^t 
u*-»uff . The simplest way to find this change is to require that 
the gauge transformation (3.9) takes in variables tcli

/ $ft the 
Minkowski space forn/ 7 , 8 /'. We have 

X? & Jf ж s.f t Ф(*ф (5.3) 
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where the formula (A.5) has been used. The inverse change is 

/оф-шщ r-?tw{ • (5.5) 
We define the Weyl-transform Zfc^r) of €c*t?) by 

faf)-*e~,yf-,f)). «? (5.6) 
It immediately follows that the gauge potentials 6рСх>)*0р *&tSfntrmo 

and ОмС*)~'Эм'6 &» ,/)/•»« 0 are related just as in (5.1). Cartan 
form йКлд,Л:г-) goes over to its Minkowski space prototype'™' *i 

fij. <-*,£> * «г»; ̂  й^а^у ,~ l'£U\^9/) e***& •<5-8> 
Thus, the sigma-model representation displays the Weyl covariance. 

Along with the manifestly Poincare invariant formulation constructed 
in' ' it admits the formu'ations manifestly соvariant with respect 
to the groups SOUtfor SoCH-t$) • It i s more or lees evident that 
there exist formulations with manifest covariance under other sub
groups of Minkowski cnnformal group SOCZ^j isomorphic to groups of 
motion of conformally flat spaces. The realization of SO(2t4) on iff 
(and on all its Weyl-transforms) can be found by exploiting the fact 
that the peeudotranslation generator '» is now x« - ̂  £ while 
Ек. leaves Wj invariant "'°'. So: 

tfZf = - ^ L j f ^ l C » ^ ) ] * A ^ j f 1- Z x N p ^ У Г Х - ? • (5.9) 
Under the dilatations ЗУ" transforms like я/. In more detail, the 
conformal properties of sigma-model representation will be discussed 
elsewhere. 

A difference between Poincare- and J^/^-covariant formulations 
is revealed when comparing relevant minimal string functionals. The 
expression (4.23) can be rewritten in the Minkowski space notation: 

л. **%. 

but the path in (5.10) remains curvilinear as before because the con
dition (4.2) does by no means turn into the straight path condition 
of refs."' '. The covariance group of (5.10) is S0tfi4) realized 
an a subgroup of Minkowski conformal group. Other conformpi trans
formations, in particular, Poincare translations change not only the 
end po.lnts JC,FlxP+'£f in (5.10) but also the form of the path as 
a whole. Analogously, the straight path condition and string func-
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tionale associated with it are covariant only with respect to Foin-
care group (and dilatations as well); straight lines are distorted 
by SO(l,k) (andS0ft,3)) -peeudotranslations . 

Note that the contour functionals (4.26) can also be written in 
terms of Minkowski space (by passing to6-(b)(5. 1)). 

6. As a rather plausible generalization of these observations, 
we may think abo t the existence of the whole sect of inequivalent 
minimal invariant subspaces of the coset space «76 . Each of them is 
closed with respect to action of some subgroup of SO(.Z,k) isomorphic 
to the isometry group of one or another conformally flat space and 
corresponds to a particular representation of the coset <£7&*ia terras 
of the string functional along geodesies of this space. Cue to Weyl 
covariance all these functionals may be related to the same space, 
e.g.,to Minkowski space. 

On the other hand, solutions of Yang-Mills equations seem also 
to admit some classification according to subgroups of conformal group 
/14,15/ (e.g,^ the invariance group of one-instanton solution is, up 
to a gauge transformation, the subgroup SO(S) of Euclidean conformal 
g r o u p S O ( $ < ) ) . Therefore, It is tempting to speculate that an 
intrinsic connection exists between the form of integration path in 
a minimal string functional and the symmetry of integrated gauge po
tential. Thia heuristic argume:: 1 may be useful in searching for an 
appropriate invariant action for the bilocal Goldstone field. 

Suppose for the moment that such an action is constructed and 
equations of motion associated with It are solved by string functio
ned along some fixed paths. If the action is conformally invariant, 
these pathB should coincide with geodesies related to some confor
mally flat metrics (possibly, induced by proper classical solutions 
of the Yang-Mills equation). Indeed, conformal invariance forbids 
the presenoe of extra dimensional parameters In the action end hence 
in solutions of corresponding equations of motion . The unique 
curves which are exclusively defined by the metric and do not depend 
on extraneous dimensional constants are just geodesies. 

In conclusion, let us note that all the relations of the pre
sent paper may be oast into the manifestly five-dimensional notation. 
This can be done by using the indicated In ref.' 1 2 ' equivalence con-

'Tbe appearance of dimensional parameters in classical solu
tions of conformally invariant theories has an intrinsic reaaoni 
the spontaneous breakdown of oonfoxmel symmetry on a given solution 
(see>e.g./17/). These parameters always enter through metric of some 
conformally flat space. 
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nection between linear representations of de Sitter groups (or SO(S)) 
and the nonlinear ones induced by the subgroup SOtf,i) (or SO(4)) 
as a little group. 

lie ore grateful to Professor Ogievetaky for the interest in 
the work and useful discusmons. Discussions with Dr. Soriti are 
also acknowledged. 

A p p e n d i x 
GeodeeicB in de Sitter spaces 

The equation of non-isotropic geodesies (4.10) has the 
most simple form in variables ф**а(%) J^f : 

Its general solution is 
?S= CffAtffS -hCfcJintS. (A.2) 

Constants Cf j Cz are determined from the initial data (4.5): 

cf-£fLjf'* f-W^*'J f c{ -at*)*'. ( A-> 
Coming back to the old variables we obtain after some calculation: 

-»//« ,,* *'ftAms~f) + 2.thms-&L ,. . , 
J ts}=X •*- m% . (A.4) 

In ptrt icular , at &,• iuOMtHM Ш И ! <7 

Л +• **> scry * -тг- Ctx&s 
This expression can be independently obtained by the right 
shift of the point Х-У according to the formula (3.10). It repre
sents the £0(4,4) -covariant "sum" of vectors as-̂  and vJ* : 

Indeed, when aJ and ut are transformed by laws (2.5), (3.8) jf'tf,) 
is transformed by the law (2.5). Note that (A.4) can be written in the 
form similar to (A.5) 

J*C*) ~x.f+a '<*) I «£ -j ( A . 6 ) 
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i.e., j'#) Is always the result of the coyariant addition on the 
coset space SO(*,*)/S0{t,i)s 

Ibis property reflects the general fact that the geodesic motion in 
homogeneous spaces is generated by the right action of the corres
ponding group'1 ', Note the relation 

^[jf(i)®4PCi)]»a (A. 8) 
whence 

(A. 9) 

The equation of null geodesies in terms of reduces to 
<£LK'*.0 (A.10) 

and is solved by 

I'frQ-x^a-Vxj «-fbjt* • - - a/©tt-*0!i' Л » ) , <A-11> 
where the initial data (4.5) has been taken into account. 

Finally, we indicate some properties of ge'.>desicB (A.4) and their 
analogs In other spaces we consider. Along the space-like geodesies 
ofl l<0 so that the parameter S in (A.4) becomes Imaginary, and 

hyperbolic functions convert into trigonometrical ones. Thus, we conc
lude that the space-like geodesies in the врасе SOH,h)(SoC1i&)exe 
cldbed with the period . The time-like and null geodesies are 
unclosed. For the space SO (t,S}/SOtt,i) the situation is opposite t 
the time-like geodesies are closed, the space-like ones extend to 
infinity. All geodesies on sphere SO(S)/SOC'i) are closed \ they 
are circles of radius 'Д* . 
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Иванов Е.Л., Кривонос С О . Сигма-модельная формулировка Е2-81 -82ч 
теории Янга-Миллс;» на 4-мерной гиперсфере: геодезические как пути 

Построено сигма-модельное представление теории Янга-Миллса в простейших 
конформно-плоских гиперсферических пространствах 80(1,4)/90(1,3), 80(2,3)/80(1,3) 
и 30(5)/S0(4) /для евклидова варианта/. Как и в случае пространств Минков-
ского и Евклида, поле Янга-Миллса определяется как Ь И а А а д Ц ^ , где Wx,y)-
билокальное голдстоуновское поле,принимающее значения в алгебре калибровочной 
группы и подчиненное определенным ковариантным связям. Минимальный вариант этих 
связей приводит к "струнному" представление для t<x,s) через Р-экспоненту по 
фиксированным путям, совпадающим с геодезическими. Из-за существования на 
гиперсфере замкнутых геодезических в теории естественно возникают контурные 
функционалы. Контурами в них служат окружности радиуса гиперсферы. Показано, 
что сигма-модельное представление вейль-ковариантно: его формулировки в различ
ных конформно-плоских пространствах связаны преобразованиями координаты у?-
Найдена реализация конформной группы на уР и указан геометрический смысл у р 

и минимальных связей. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретический физики ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1981 

ivanov Е.А., Krlvonos S.O. Sigma-Model Formulation E2-81-С?ч 
of Yang-Mills Theory on Four-Dimensional Hypersphere: Geodesies as Paths 

The bilocal sigma-model representation is constructed for Yang-Mills 
theory in the simplest conformally flat hyperspherlcal spaces SO(l,4)/SO(l,3), 
SO(2,3)/SOa.3) and 30(5)/30(4) (for the Euclidean Yang-Mills). Like in 
the case of Mllkowski and Euclidean spaces, Yang-Mills potential is defined as 
Ьд(х) = йр Ь(ж,у)|у»0 ,b(x,y) being a bilocal Goldstone field which takes values 
in the gauge group algebra and lb objected to certain covariant constraints. 
Tne minimal version of these constraints results in the "string" representation 
for b(x,y) through the P-exponential of Ь (х) along the fixed paths 
coinciding with geodesies. Due to the presence of closed geodesies, the contour 
functionals naturally appear in the theory, with contours being the circles 
with the hypersphere radius. The sigma-model representation is shown to be 
WcyI-covariant: its formulations In different conformally flat spaces are re
lated by transformations of yP . The geometric meaning of yP and minimal con
straints is explained, and the conferral group transformation for у** is found. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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